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Koliopoulos of medieval and early modern examples – which would be
riddled with religious factors and are thus less likely to comply with
‘Realist’ and ‘rational actor’ models of IR theory – is therefore crucial;
we find the same omission made by several authors who try to point to
a perennial ‘Western Way of War’ or of inter-state behavioural patterns
(notably Kagan and Victor Davis Hanson).

To conclude, what Platias and Koliopoulos show is that Thucydides
was a fine historian who presents the wars of his age and society with a
persuasive analysis that we can relate to in a secular age. This makes
Thucydides an easy read, especially in a very recent English translation,
which simplifies his complex language by using standard IR terminol-
ogy. If that is quod erat demonstrandum, it has been demonstrated very
well, but it is not exactly a great discovery.

BEATRICE HEUSER � 2012
University of Reading, UK

João Resende-Santos, Neorealism, States, and the Modern Mass Army.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007. Pp.334. $33.00, PB.
ISBN 978-0-521-68965-6.

Since the beginning of organized warfare, military institutions have not
only continued to innovate and improve their war fighting capabilities,
practices, and technology, but they also increasingly borrowed from
one another – a phenomena recently called military emulation or
isomorphism. The Spartan practice of hoplite warfare spread through-
out the ancient Greek world and beyond, as did the subsequent Roman
military bureaucratic system. The gunpowder revolution spread from
China to European countries that soon adopted and improved its use to
the point of revolutionizing warfare. Russia, the United States, Meiji
Japan, Turkey, and others had also previously adopted some of the best
practices of the French, German, and British forces. Yet, while this
diffusion of military practices, technology, and institutions is con-
sidered a stable feature of the international system, its causes,
processes, and implications seldom receive systematic and theoretical
treatment.

João Resende-Santos’ Neorealism, States and the Modern Mass
Army is therefore a welcome attempt to better understand this under-
treated subject. The book seeks to systematically assess cross-national
military emulation, defined as ‘the deliberate systematic imitation of the
military technology, organization, and doctrine of one country by
another’. It seeks to further answer: (1) why states emulate the military
practices of other states, (2) when they emulate, (3) what model or
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country they choose to emulate, as well as why and when they may
switch to other models, and (4) the speed and scale of their emulation
efforts. The author’s complex theoretical argument to these questions
builds on a partial reconstruction and reformulation of Kenneth
Waltz’s neorealist theory and the idea that military emulation is an
internal balancing strategy in response to external threats and the result
of states’ preoccupation with relative competitiveness in the system.
The specific timing, pace, and scale of emulation will correspond with
the timing and magnitude of external threats or security competition,
and they selectively emulate only the most effective practices
demonstrated through great power wars. He then tests this argument
with three historical cases of large-scale military emulation in
Argentina (1895–1930), Brazil (1870–1930), and Chile (1885–1914)
using exclusively archival materials in a focus-structured, qualitative
comparison research design.

The book’s argument is parsimonious, elegant, and potentially
powerful, especially since the neorealist theory of emulation it develops
successfully predicts and explains the three case studies. While the book
is also seminal in that it is among the first published, book-length
projects that systematically addresses how the international system and
external threats drive military emulation, the research design and
execution are unfortunately problematic and less compelling.

First, there is a mismatch between the overall research design and the
ultimate goal of the project. Early in the book, Resende-Santos claims
that the theory he develops is ‘about the timeless relationship between
external security, the organization of violence, and the international
system’, but the book builds on and assumes a state-based international
system. One then could question, for example, whether the book’s
emulation theory applies to how Native Americans adopted European
weaponry, or how the Tartars’ conquest influenced the Russian way of
warfare. It is difficult therefore to accept the claim that his theory
explains cases of military emulation across time and space.

Second, there are some definitional and conceptual problems with the
book’s theory and analysis. Military emulation seems to be understood
differently in various parts of the book, and there seems to be a
conflation between emulation and innovation, reform, or moderniza-
tion. The author’s dismissal of diffusion as simply ‘a descriptive notion
that says nothing about the causes, nature, intent, direction, or content
of the process’ also excludes important cases where the transmission
process of diffusion matters. Think of the ‘hybrid’ colonial armies and
the current local security forces development in Afghanistan and Iraq.
More importantly, Resende-Santos’ deliberate omission of doctrinal
matters in the analysis is problematic. Not only is doctrine a part of his
initial definition of military emulation, but as numerous studies tell us,
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no discussion of major military change is meaningful without
addressing doctrinal development. Doctrine defines military norms
and structure, how the military sees itself and others, and how it
intends to fight. Finally, the book’s suggestion that military emulation
occurs at major strategic junctures, and that the best practices emulated
are generally observed in great power wars, limits the scope of the
theory to mostly rival states, neglecting the adoption of a defeated
military’s practices, and dismisses major peacetime innovation, all of
which are historically common.

Third, the strength of the book’s proposed theory is undermined by
its treatment of alternative explanations. To be fair, Resende-Santos
explicitly eschews any theoretical testing endeavors. However, he seems
more interested in engaging the debates surrounding international
relations theories at the expense of his specific emulation theory. The
manner in which some of the contending explanations of military
emulation are dismissed is also weak. For example, while oddly
lumping cultural explanations under ‘social theory’, he dismisses the
strategic culture explanation to emulation as culturally different states
(such as America, Japan, and Chile) emulate the same model. Not only
did he underspecify those cultural explanations, but also by that same
token we can also say that Asian countries facing internal threats
emulating Western military practices today refute his theory.

Fourth, the book’s case selection is problematic from a methodo-
logical and theoretical standpoint. Not only did he choose positive
cases where military emulation transpired and neglect negative ones
where it did not, but he also provides no systematic rationale of why
Brazil, Argentina, and Chile were specifically chosen to represent the
universe of cases of military emulation. While briefly claiming that
bringing non-European cases could provide a more demanding test for
the theory, and that those three countries experienced massive
emulation, it is less clear why they are more important for a research
on military emulation than Asian and African militaries which are
equally understudied. Were the cases selected because they fit the
theory being developed? Were they selected because they are simply
rarely used?

To his credit, Resende-Santos in various parts of the book is aware
and even acknowledges explicitly most of these issues. However, he
seems to simply move on for the sake of analytical convenience without
elaborating how he could address them. This is ironic considering that
he dedicated one third of the book on his research design and theory. I
nevertheless support part of the book’s contention that a country’s
external security environment does provide one of the strongest
incentives, though not the only, for weaker states to emulate the best
practices of others. The scope and manner under which this postulate
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could apply, however, appears to be limited, either in a specific
historical period or even geographic space. This book’s chief value lies
in being the first systematic attempt to provide a building block to our
understanding of cross-national military diffusion and emulation, an
under-developed and under-studied subject, and its attempt to refine
Waltzian neo-realist theory. Despite the concerns raised here, the book
nevertheless begs us to ask the right questions, and in a social science
endeavor, taking this first step is never easy.

EVAN A. LAKSMANA � 2012
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs,

Syracuse University, USA

Michael C. Horowitz, The Diffusion of Military Power: Causes and
Consequences for International Politics. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2010. Pp.273. $26.95, PB. ISBN 978-0-691-14396-5.

Actors throughout the international system respond differently to
major military innovations, and these differences may have significant
impacts on international relations. Why do responses vary? Why are
some actors more successful than others in adopting major military
innovations? What are the consequences for international politics?
Michael C. Horowitz explores these critical questions in this genuinely
ground-breaking work. While most of the military innovation literature
stays at the invention stage of military innovation, Horowitz goes
beyond it. The book explores how states respond to military
innovations and how their decisions influence the distribution of
power in the international system. By explaining this major, yet
overlooked and little understood issue, Horowitz makes a significant
contribution to our understanding of military innovation and interna-
tional relations.

To explain the uneven diffusion of military innovations, Horowitz
introduces what he calls adoption-capacity theory. According to it, two
key factors determine a state’s capacity to adopt an innovation:
financial intensity and organizational capital. Financial intensity means
the investment required to procure the necessary tools of war associated
with the innovation. Organizational capital refers to the bureaucratic
capacity to transform along the lines dictated by the innovation and to
adapt to the emerging strategic and operational reality. The higher the
financial and organizational barriers to implementation, ‘the slower its
spread at the system level and the lower the probability that a state will
attempt to adopt the innovation’ (pp. 32, 39). According to the
author, ‘the key determinant of success is whether the financial and
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